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MacPhersons Resources (ASX:MRP) delivered further substantial progress in
the three months ending December 2014 towards developing the company's
flagship Nimbus-Boorara silver-gold-zinc project near Kalgoorlie.

A$48.761M

1 Year Share Price Graph

The Nimbus-Boorara mine study review expected to extend the mine inventory
estimate beyond the current 5.5 year plan is scheduled for release in April 2015
and will be the final input into the DFS.
The project is located in an infrastructure rich area just 10 kilometres east of
the Kalgoorlie Superpit.
MacPhersons is then on track to deliver the Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS)
on the project by June this year.
Price assumptions used in DFS all at or below current spot prices, including
zinc price assumption of US$2218/t well below forecasts of global banks such
as Goldman Sachs and Macquarie
With gold around AUD$1600/oz and silver above AUD$23/oz, Nimbus is
emerging as a very attractive project.
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Company Synopsis:

The company remains on schedule to commission the project in the December
quarter 2016.
Morrie Goodz, managing director, said it was increasingly clear that
Nimbus-Boorara was a robust project from both a technical and financial
perspective
"We are well on track to meet our timetables, costs are continuing to fall, prices
for our metals are moving favourably for us and the lower Australian dollar is
also providing a significant boost.

MacPhersons Resources (ASX:MRP) is a
Western Australian resource company with
a number of advanced gold, silver and zinc
exploration projects within close proximity to
Kalgoorlie and Coolgardie. The company's
focus is to develop its Nimbus-Boorara
silver-gold-zinc-lead-copper projects.
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"We continue to identify opportunities to cut costs further and add to the overall conversion of resource to reserve
inventory.
"The completion of the DFS is on schedule for mid-2015 and will facilitate MacPhersons' ability to remain on track to
secure project finance, and then commence the new expanded mill construction."
Other December quarter 2014 highlights:
MacPhersons recorded a series of high-grade drilling intersections which extended the known limits of the
mineralization at the project. This data will be included in the Resource Estimate being now calculated by CSA Global in
its role as Independent Resource Consultants.
MacPhersons expects that this estimate will result in an increased inventory and an extension to the project's current
5.5-year mine life when it is released in April this year.
Preliminary findings from the DFS highlighted opportunities to continue to reduce both capital and operating costs and
work is ongoing to identify further cost-cuts.
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Technical studies to define DFS input parameters have advanced with the completion of drilling programs, sampling
and testwork.
Geotechnical studies on underground access were completed on stope recovery, ground control, ventilation and egress
shaft proposals.
At the same time, advanced underground mine studies including decline and stope design, minimum mining width,
cut-off grades and NSR block modelling are underway.
Permitting was received from the WA Department of Environment Regulation to expand the Nimbus silver-gold-zinc
processing capacity to 480,000tpa from the current permitting of 120,000tpa.
Analysis
MacPhersons Resources is set to deliver key milestone announcements in the near term from Nimbus-Boorara,
including:
Key catalysts:
- Further drill results expected: February 2015
- Nimbus-Boorara mine study review: April 2015
- Definitive Feasibility Study: June 2015
Success in growing the Nimbus inventory should extend the project's forecast mine life beyond 5.5 years, along with
reductions in mining and processing costs. In turn this would deliver significant benefits to the project's overall
economics, including shareholder returns.
With gold around AUD$1600/oz and silver above AUD$23/oz, along with widespread forecast rises in the zinc price,
Nimbus is emerging as a very attractive project.
The company had over $4.7 million in cash at the end of December 2014.

Proactive Investors Australia is the market leader in producing news, articles and research reports on ASX "Small and
Mid-cap" stocks with distribution in Australia, UK, North America and Hong Kong / China.

You understand and agree that no content published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment
strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you
personally concerning the nature, potential advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or
other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products
and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors
may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the position
is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made.
However, you understand and agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written
about. You understand that price and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that
neither such data nor such calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be
complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be selective, may
reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published information and
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data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The contributors make every effort to ensure that the information and material contained in this report is accurate and correct and has been obtained from
reliable sources. However, no representation is made about the accuracy or completeness of the information and material and it should not be relied upon as a
substitute for the exercise of independent judgment. Proactive Investors does not accept any liability, including negligence, for any loss or damage arising from
the use of, or reliance on, the material contained in this report. There are general risks associated with any investment in securities. Investors should be aware
that these risks might result in loss of income and capital invested.
WARNING: No recipients should rely on any recommendation (whether express or implied) contained in this document without obtaining specific advice from
their advisers. All investors should therefore consider the appropriateness, in light of their own objectives, financial situation and/or needs, before acting on the
advice.
DISCLOSURE: The Company, its directors, associates, employees or representatives may not effect a transaction upon its or their own account in the
investments referred to in this report or any related investment until the expiry of 24 hours after the report has been published.
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